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Singularity induced exterior and interior Stokes flows
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In this paper, the two-dimensional Stokes flow inside and outside a circular cylinder induced by a
pair of line singularities~rotlet and stokeslet! is studied. Analytical solutions for the flow field are
obtained by straightforward application of the Fourier method. The streamline patterns are sketched
for a number of special cases where the cylinder is either stationary or rotating about its own axis.
In particular, some interesting flow patterns are observed in the parameter space which may have
potential significance in studies of various flows including flows in journal bearing, mixing flows,
chaotic flows, etc. We also investigate into the way the streamline topologies change as the
parameters are varied. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407269#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The solutions of problems involving application of poi
forces and torques are of considerable interest in continu
mechanics. These solutions can be used in the represent
of solutions of more complicated and physically realiza
problems. The fundamental solution for a point force~i.e., a
free-space Green’s function for the biharmonic equation! in
an incompressible homogeneous unbounded slow visc
flow is called a ‘‘stokeslet’’ and can be extracted from t
Stokes solution for the flow past a sphere1 ~see also Refs
2–5!. Another primary singularity in the theory of viscou
hydrodynamics is the ‘‘rotlet’’ or ‘‘couplet’’~see Ref. 6!. The
singularities of slow viscous flow have been known from t
works of Lorentz,7 Oseen,8 and Burgers.9 Some elegant ap
plication of these singularities in three-dimensional bound
value problems may be found in the works of Batchelo6

Blake,10 Blake and Chwang,11 among many others.
In the case of two-dimensional creeping flows, a study

singularity solutions has been the topic of many research
One of the interesting and unusual phenomena assoc
with the plane Stokes flow is the Stokes paradox which
consequence of the fact that there is no solution to the bi
monic equation that represents slow streaming flow pa
finite body. The cause and resolution of this paradox w
explained by Kaplun and Lagerstrom12 and Proudman and
Pearson.13 However, Jeffery14 showed that two cylinders o
equal radius rotating with equal but opposite angular velo
ties produce a uniform flow at large distances. Jeffery’s w
was the catalyst for many investigations concerning loca
generated two-dimensional Stokes flows. Dorrepaalet al.15

found a uniform stream in situations when a rotlet or
stokeslet is located in front of a circular cylinder. The rot
model has also been used in the stirring mechanism insi
corrugated boundary.16 The potential flow singularities suc
as a source, a sink, a doublet, etc., when placed in front
cylinder also produce a uniform flow at large distances

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
prabir.daripa@math.tamu.edu
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shown by Smith17 and Avudainayagamet al.18 Furthermore,
the image solutions for a rotlet and stokeslet are also use
the interpretation of the results for two cylinders rotating in
viscous fluid.19

In the first part of this paper we study Stokes flows p
a circular cylinder generated by a pair of rotlets and stok
lets. The corresponding problem for Stokes flow with pote
tial source-sink combination in the presence of a circular
well as an elliptic cylinder was investigated by Smith.17 In
Ref. 17, the source and the sink were located equidis
from the cylinder. One of the main conclusions in Ref.
was that a uniform flow always exists for this combinatio
However, this fact is not true if the singularities either ha
unequal strengths or are located nonequidistant from the
inder. We illustrate this by choosing rotlets and stokeslets
different strengths in the present study. In particular,
show that the rotlets-cylinder combination produces intere
ing flow patterns in the presence of cylinder rotation. In t
case of a stokeslets-cylinder combination, the flow struct
is also modified considerably. These interesting features
the flow fields do not seem to have been noticed before.

In the second part of the paper we investigate the flo
inside a cylinder generated by a pair of rotlets and stokes
These bounded viscous flows abound in nature as well a
many areas of practical interest such as journal bearing,
ring, and mixing of viscous fluids, etc. An insight into var
ous mechanisms and flow topologies of such flows with
spect to available free parameters can be beneficia
improving the performance of various systems involvi
such flows. To gain such insight, it is usually desirable
design models that retain the basic flow features of the c
plex problem, yet simple enough to be analyzed accura
using a combination of analysis and numerics. In this c
nection, it is worth mentioning that the most common mod
that has been used to demonstrate stirring process is the
dimensional Stokes flows generated by singularities insid
circular cylinder. In these models, a line rotlet, which may
regarded as a rotating cylinder of infinitesimal radius, h
been used as a model for a stirrer. Incidentally, this flow
topologically equivalent to the flow between two eccent
il:
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3135Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 Singularity induced exterior and interior Stokes flows
circular cylinders with inner or both cylinders rotatin
which models flow in a journal bearing~see Ref. 20 for a
comprehensive analysis of journal bearing flow!. It is worth
citing the work of Janaet al.,21 who have recently attempte
to explain vortex mixing flows using two finite cylinder
rotating slowly in a cylindrical volume of viscous fluid
There are many studies of mixing and other interior Sto
flows which are not cited here but can be found in the lite
ture.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we form
late the problem of Stokes flow in two-dimensions in ter
of stream function. The solutions for exterior flow problem
are presented in Sec. III. First, we provide the solution fo
pair of rotlets in the presence of a circular cylinder in S
III A. The solution is presented in singularity form with th
interpretation of image singularities. The far-field behavio
discussed briefly, followed by the derivation of the limitin
case for a two-dimensional plane boundary. The interes
features of the flow fields including existence of eddies
also discussed there. Similar calculations and discussion
repeated for a pair of stokeslets with their axes along
x-direction in Sec. III B. The striking features of the flo
fields in this case are also presented in this subsection.
singularity solution for a pair of stokeslets with their ax
along y-direction is provided in Sec. III C. Here again, th
far-field behavior, the limiting case, and the flow structu
are discussed in detail. Section IV contains the discussio
interior Stokes flows generated by a pair of rotlets and a
of stokeslets~with their axes along either thex or y direc-
tion!. The streamline topologies are discussed in each ca
the respective subsections. Finally, main results of the pa
are summarized in Sec. V.

II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

We consider the slow steady flow~also known as creep
ing flow/Stokes flow! of a viscous incompressible fluid pa
an infinite circular rigid cylinder of radiusa. The governing
equations are the linearized steady Navier–Stokes equa
~also known as Stokes equations! given by

m¹2u5¹p, ~1!

¹•u50. ~2!

Here u is the two-dimensional velocity vector with compo
nents (ur ,uu) in the radial and transverse directions (r ,u),
respectively,p the pressure, andm the coefficient of viscosity
of the fluid. It is well-known that the Stokes equations~1!
and ~2! ~in two-dimensions! when expressed in terms o
stream functionc(r ,u), reduce to

¹4c50, ~3!

where

¹25
]2

]r 2 1
1

r

]

]r
1

1

r 2

]2

]u2 .
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The velocity components inr andu directions are given by

ur52
1

r

]c

]u
, ~4!

uu5
]c

]r
. ~5!

We assume that the cylinder is impenetrable and there is
slip on the surface. In terms of stream function these bou
ary conditions become

c5
]c

]r
50, on r 5a. ~6!

The far-field boundary condition could make the proble
ill-posed in several situations. The simplest example of t
kind is the ‘‘Stokes paradox’’ which illustrates that there
no solution to Eq.~3! subject to the boundary conditions E
~6! and a uniform flow at infinity. However, in the case
singularity driven flows, the ill-posedness disappears and
could obtain the solutions of the two-dimensional Stok
equations with finite velocities at large distances from
cylinder. In other words, the singularity driven Stokes flo
problems in two-dimensions are well-posed. For singula
driven flows, one must also have

c;cs , as R→0, ~7!

wherecs corresponds to the stream function only due to
singularity andR is the distance of the field point measure
from the singularity.

We now proceed to present solutions for tw
dimensional Stokes flows outside/inside a circular cylind
due to a pair of rotlets and stokeslets separately. The e
solutions have been used to depict the flow topologies fo
number of cases where the cylinder is either stationary
rotating about its own axis. If the cylinder rotates in th
presence of the singularities, then the stream function
taken to be

C~r ,u!5c~r ,u!2k log
r

a
, k.0.

Here,c(r ,u) refers to the stream function when the cylind
is stationary. The second term arises when the cylinder
tates about its axis. Below we refer tok as the rotation pa-
rameter. The negative sign in front of the second term in
cates the rotation in the counterclockwise direction for o
purposes below. We provide the discussion for exterior flo
in Sec. III and for interior flows in Sec. IV.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3136 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 P. Daripa and D. Palaniappan
III. EXTERIOR FLOWS

The solutions for various singularity driven flows ma
be obtained by the Fourier expansion method. We skip
details and present the exact solutions in each case.
closed form solutions are then used to illustrate the fl
topologies in each case. For our purposes, the center o
cylinder is taken to be the origin of the coordinate syst
and the primary singularities are assumed to lie on thex axis
but outside the cylinderr .a. Next, we consider various
singularity induced flows past a cylinder.

A. Pair of rotlets

We consider a pair of rotlets of strengthsF andF8 po-
sitioned at (r ,u)5(c,0), and (r ,u)5(c8,p), respectively.
Here c,c8.a. The stream function corresponding to the
rotlets in an unbounded flow is
at
a
th
a
le

d

m
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c05F~ logR!1F8~ logR8!, ~8!

where

R25r 222cr cosu1c2, R825r 212c8r cosu1c82.

Now the solution of Eq.~3! satisfying Eqs.~6! and~7! in the
presence of two rotlets may be obtained by either the sin
larity method15,18 or the Fourier series method.17 The solu-
tion can also be derived using the boundary integral equa
method.22 Since the derivation is straightforward, we om
the details for the sake of brevity and give the final soluti
for the stream function:
c5FF logR2 logS cR1

a D1
a2~a22c2!

c4

~rc cosu2a2!

R1
2 1

a2

c4R1
2 ~r 2c2 cos 2u22a2rc cosu1a4!1 logS r

aD1
r

c
cosuG

1F8F logR82 logS c8R18

a D 2
a2~a22c82!

c84

~rc8 cosu1a2!

R18
2

1
a2

c84R18
2 ~r 2c82 cos 2u12a2rc8 cosu1a4!1 logS r

aD2
r

c8
cosuG , ~9!
e
us-
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where

R1
25r 222

a2

c
rcosu1

a4

c2 ,

R18
25r 212

a2

c8
r cosu1

a4

c82 .

The image system for a rotlet located at (c,0) consists of a
rotlet, a potential-dipole, and a Stokes dipole at (a2/c,0)
together with a rotlet at the origin and a uniform flow
infinity. The image system for the other rotlet located
(c8,p) also consists of the same set of singularities as
previous one except that the direction of the uniform flow
infinity is reversed here. The image solution for a sing
rotlet was given independently by Dorrepaalet al.,15

Avudainayagam,18 and Smith.23 If we takeF850 anda51
in Eq. ~9!, we obtain the solution for a single rotlet derive
by these authors.

It is evident from Eq.~9! that for larger,

c;S F

c
2

F8

c8 D r cosu1~F1F8!logS r

aD1O~1!, ~10!

which shows that the far-field behavior is that of unifor
flow with speed@(F/c)2(F8/c8)#. It is interesting to note
t
e
t

that for a pair of rotlets with equal strengths and withc
5c8, the far-field uniform flow vanishes. In this case th
flow behavior changes significantly. We return to the disc
sion of flow patterns later in this subsection.

Since expression~9! corresponds to a force-free repr
sentation for a pair of line rotlets, the force acting on t
cylinder is zero. However, the torque acting on the cylind
need not be zero. The torque may be calculated from the
that it is 4pm times the strength of the image rotlet at th
origin. Therefore, it follows from Eq.~9! that the torque in
the present case is 4pm(F1F8). The torque vanishes if the
rotlets have opposite strengths.

It is worth mentioning that the corresponding solutio
for a plane boundary can be obtained from Eq.~9! in the
limit of large radius. The no-slip plane boundary in this ca
becomesx50 and the fluid occupies the regionx.0. We
first derive the limiting case for a single rotlet located in t
vicinity of the plane boundaryx50. If a,c both approach
infinity while (c2a)→h1 , then Eq.~9!, with F850, after
some simplification reduces to

c~x,y!5FS logR2 logR11
2x~x1h1!

R1
2 D ~11!

with R25(x2h1)21y2 and R1
25(x1h1)21y2. The above

solution corresponds to the case of a single rotlet situa
near a rigid plane boundary. If we takeh51 and replacex by
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of rotlets with equal strengths but of opposite sign~‘‘opposite rotlets’’! for their various locations in the presenc
of a cylinder.~a! c5a12, c85a12, k50.0; ~b! c5a11, c85a11.5, k50.0; ~c! c5a11, c85a10.9, k50.5; ~d! c5a11, c85a10.8, k51.1.
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y in the expression~11!, we recover the solution due t
Ranger.24 Similar limiting procedure withF8Þ0 in Eq. ~9!
leads to a solution which is not physical. This is because
rotlet with strengthF8 in this case is located in the regio
(x,0) not occupied by the fluid. However, by a suitab
transformation of they coordinate~after taking the limits!,
the solution for a pair of rotlets located in the vicinity of
plane boundary may be obtained. To this end, we first leta,c,
c8 all approach infinity while (c2a)→h1 and (c82a)
→h18 in Eq. ~9!. In the resulting expression, we make t
transformationy→(y2a1) in the terms multiplied byF and
y→(y1a18) in the terms multiplied byF8 and replaceh18 by
2h18 . This yields

c~x,y!5FS logRt2 logR1t1
2x~x1h1!

R1t
2 D

1F8S logRt82 logR1t8 1
2x~x1h18!

R1t8
2 D , ~12!
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 165.91.117.113. Redistribution subject to AI
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where Rt
25(x2h1)21(y2a1)2 and R1t

2 5(x1h1)21(y
2a1)2. By replacingh1 ,a1 by h18 ,2a18 in Rt ,R1t , the ex-
pressions forRt8 ,R1t8 may be written down in a similar fash
ion. The above solution corresponds to a pair of rotlets
cated at (h1 ,a1), (h18,2a18) near a plane boundary.

We now turn our attention to the flow streamlines for
pair of rotlets in the presence of a cylinder. The streamlin
are sketched using Eq.~9! for different values of the param
etersF, F8, c, c8, and k ~rotation parameter!. Here and in
subsequent sections, we use the terminology ‘‘a pair of
posite rotlets/stokeslets’’ to refer to two rotlets/stokeslets
equal strengths but of different sign. We also use the ter
nology ‘‘a pair of equal rotlets/stokeslets’’ to refer to tw
rotlets/stokeslets of equal strengths and of same sign. In
case, both the rotlets/stokeslets can have either positiv
negative sign. We have considered only the case with p
tive sign in the present study. The counterclockwise rotat
is considered in the case of a cylinder rotating in the pr
ence of rotlets/stokeslets. The term ‘‘equidistance’’ is used
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of rotlets with~i! equal strengths (F5F8) and~ii ! different strengths (F852F) in the absence of rotation.~i!
F85F: ~a! c5a12, c85a12; ~b! c5a10.5, c85a11; ~c! c5a11, c85a10.5; ~ii ! F852F: ~d! c5a11, c85a11; ~e! c5a10.5, c85a10.8; ~f!
c5a10.6, c85a10.4.
ar
lo

the

of
refer to two rotlets/stokeslets located at equal distancec
5c8) from the center of the cylinder along thex-axis. The
cases with different strengths of the primary singularities
also considered and explained at appropriate places. Be
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 165.91.117.113. Redistribution subject to AI
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we discuss the streamline patterns for a pair of rotlets in
presence of a cylinder.

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the streamlines for a pair
opposite rotlets (F852F51) for various locations of the
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal rotlets for their various locations with rotation parameterk51.1. ~a! c5a11, c85a11; ~b! c5a
11, c85a10.7; ~c! c5a11, c85a10.5; ~d! c5a10.7, c85a10.5; ~e! c5a10.3, c85a10.2; ~f! c5a10.5, c85a11.
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primary singularities. In the absence of rotation, the flo
streamlines are closed in the neighborhood of the singu
ties and are parallel to they-axis at distances far from them
In other words, the flow is uniform in they-direction @see
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 165.91.117.113. Redistribution subject to AI
-
ri-
Figs. 1~a!–1~b!# far from the cylinder. The locations of rot
lets influence the flow patterns very little. However, rotati
of the cylinder changes the flow pattern noticeably as evid
from Figs. 1~c!–1~d!. When k51.1, eddies of semicircula
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3140 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 11, November 2001 P. Daripa and D. Palaniappan
shape appear around the rotlet which is farther from the
inder. The flow is uniform far away from the cylinder a
before and is not affected by the rotation.

Figure 2 illustrates the cases of a pair of rotlets of~i!
equal strengths, i.e., equal rotlets@Figs. 2~a!–2~c!# and ~ii !
different strengths (F852F) and of same sign@Figs. 2~d!–
2~f!#. In the case of rotlets having equal strengths and foc
5c8, the terms due to uniform flow cancels and the far-fie
is no longer uniform. The flow streamlines are closed a
appear as a single set of eddies enclosing the cylinder
rotlets@Fig. 2~a!#. The enclosing streamline pattern was a
noticed earlier in the case of two rotating cylinders.15 For c
.c8 or c.c8, the closed streamline pattern surrounding
cylinder and rotlets changes its size and shape as show
Figs. 2~b!–2~c!. The existence of the eddy and the unifor
flow in the far-field are due to the interaction of the tw
rotlets. In the case of rotlets having different strengths and
same sign, the uniform flow always exists for all values oc
andc8 @Figs. 2~d!–2~f!#. Here again, shape of the eddy stru
ture changes considerably with various rotlet locations.

The streamlines for a pair of equal rotlets with cylind
rotation are sketched in Fig. 3 for various locations of t
rotlets. The cylinder rotates withk51.1. In this case the
streamlines show very interesting flow patterns. If the rotl
are located equidistant from the cylinder, eddies of differ
shapes appear in the flow field, as can be seen from Fig.~a!.
Two sets of eddies surrounding the rotlets, one surround
cylinder, and the other one surrounding the cylinder and
di
e

ive
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lets, appear in the flow field. On the other hand, if the rotl
are located at nonequidistant positions, two sets of eddies
formed of which one is nearly circular in shape and the ot
has unusual shape@Figs. 3~b!–3~d!#. The sizes and shapes o
these eddies change significantly withc andc8. Figure 3~d!
further shows that there are two stagnation points near
rotlet which is farther from the cylinder. The closed sepa
trix through these two stagnation points enclose three edd
These interesting features disappear if the locations of
primary rotlets are changed. For instance, if the rotlets
moved much closer to the cylinder, the unusual eddy str
ture disappears and a pair of symmetrical eddies enclose
a single larger eddy appears@Fig. 3~e!#. The unusual eddies
seem to appear near the rotlet that is farther from the cylin
@see Figs. 3~c!, 3~f!#.

B. Pair of stokelets with their axes along x-direction

Now we consider a pair of stokeslets of strengthsF and
F8 positioned at (r ,u)5(c,0), and (r ,u)5(c8,p), respec-
tively. Herec,c8.a. The axes of these stokeslets are tak
to be along thex-direction. The stream function correspon
ing to this pair of stokeslets in an unbounded flow is

c05@F~ logR!1F8~ logR8!#r sinu. ~13!

The solution of Eq.~3! satisfying Eqs.~6! and ~7! in the
presence of the cylinder and the pair of stokeslets is
c~r ,u!5FF r sinuS logR2 logS cR1

a D2
a2~c22a2!2

2c4R1
2 1

~c22a2!

2c2 D 1
a2~c22a2!

2c5R1
2 ~r 2c2 sin 2u22a2rc sinu!G

1F8F r sinuS logR82 logS c8R18

a D 2
a2~c822a2!2

2c84R18
2 1

~c822a2!

2c82 D 1
a2~c822a2!

2c85R18
2 ~r 2c82 sin 2u22a2rc8 sinu!G .

~14!
the

is

ets
be
-

s-
ts,
The image system for a stokeslet at (c,0) consists
of a stokeslet, a potential-dipole, and a Stokes-dipole
(a2/c,0) together with a uniform flow along thex-direction
at infinity. For a stokeslet at (c8,p), the image system is
the same as the previous one with their strengths depen
on F8,c8, anda. At a large distance from the cylinder, w
have

c;FFS c22a2

2c2 2 logS c

aD D1F8S c822a2

2c82

2 logS c8

a8D D G r sinu, ~15!

which corresponds to a uniform stream in the posit
at

ng

x-direction. The speed of the uniform stream depends on
singularity strengthsF,F8, the radiusa, and the singularity
locations c,c8. For a pair of opposite stokeslets~i.e., F8
52F! with c5c8, the uniform flow vanishes. Since there
no rotlet at the origin@see Eq.~14!#, the torque in this case is
zero.

We now deduce the limiting case for a pair of stokesl
located in the vicinity of a plane boundary. This may
obtained by the similar procedure@see Sec. III A, the discus
sion just above Eq.~12!# described for a pair of rotlets. In
Eq. ~14!, we let a,c, c8 all three approach infinity while (c
2a)→h1 , (c82a)→h18 . The resulting expression, after u
ing the transformation given in the case of a pair of rotle
becomes
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of stokeslets along thex-direction for their various locations in the absence of cylinder rotation.~i! Equal
stokeslets:~a! c5a11.5, c85a11.5; ~b! c5a11, c85a11.5; ~ii ! opposite stokeslets:~c! c5a11, c85a11; ~d! c5a10.5, c85a11; ~e! c5a10.3,
c85a10.7; ~f! c5a10.7, c85a10.3.
th
an
th
an

.

nce

ld

es-

op-

the

es-

es-
c~x,y!5F~y2a1!S logRt2 logR1t1
2xh1

R1t
2 D

1F8~y1a18!S logRt82 logR1t8 1
2xh18

R1t8
2 D . ~16!

The above stream function represents the solution for
flow due to a pair of stokeslets in the presence of a pl
boundary. The solution for a pair of equal stokeslets in
presence of a plane boundary was derived by Liron
Blake.25 For F5F8, h15h18 , a15a18 , Eq. ~16! can be
shown to be equivalent to the result obtained in Ref. 25
we takeF850 in Eq. ~16!, we get the result for a single
stokeslet in the presence of a plane boundary.26
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The streamlines due to a pair of stokeslets in the abse
of rotation are plotted for various values ofc andc8 in Fig.
4 using Eq.~14!. In the case of equal stokeslets, the far-fie
flow is uniform for different locations of the stokeslets@Figs.
4~a!–4~b!#. On the other hand, in the case of opposite stok
lets, the uniform flow disappears forc5c8 @see Fig. 4~c!#.
The streamlines emanating from each stokeslet strongly
pose each other in this case. ForcÞc8, a pair of symmetrical
toroidal eddies are formed near the stokeslet closer to
cylinder, as shown in Figs. 4~d!–4~f!. The size of this eddy
structure changes according to the location of the two stok
lets.

In Fig. 5 the streamlines are shown for a pair of stok
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of stokeslets of different strengths and of different sign with and without rotation. The axes of the stokeslets are
in the x-direction and we have chosenF8522F. ~a! c5a11, c85a11, k50.0; ~b! c5a10.5, c85a11, k50.0; ~c! c5a11, c85a10.5, k50.0; ~d!
c5a11, c85a11, k50.5; ~e! c5a11, c85a11, k50.9; ~f! c5a11, c85a10.5, k50.9.
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lets with different strengths and of opposite sign for the ca
~i! with rotation and~ii ! without rotation. The strength of th
stokeslet located at (c8,p) is chosen asF8522F. In both
cases, a symmetric pair of eddies~symmetrical about the
x-axis! appears. In the absence of rotation, sizeand shapeof
the eddy structureare altered by the location of the stokesle
@Figs. 5~a!–5~c!#. In the presence of rotation, the size, sha
and the location of the eddy structure change remarkabl
in Figs. 5~d!–5~e!. When k50.9 and the stokeslets are lo
cated equidistant from the cylinder, the eddy on the posi
side ofy-axis is destroyed and the one on the negative sid
distorted@Fig. 5~e!#. Whenk50.9 and the stokeslets are lo
cated at nonequidistant positions, the symmetric pair of
oidal eddies appears diagonally opposite to each other@Fig.
5~f!#. The rotation parameter and the stokeslet locations c
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pletely dictate the eddy locations, its size, and shape in
the situations.

C. Pair of stokelets with their axes along the y-
direction

Now we consider a pair of stokeslets of strengthsF and
F8 positioned at (r ,u)5(c,0), and (r ,u)5(c8,p), respec-
tively. Herec,c8.a. The axes of these stokeslets are tak
to be along they-direction. The stream function correspon
ing to this pair of stokeslets in an unbounded flow is

c052F~r cosu2c!logR1F8~r cosu1c8!logR8. ~17!

The solution to Eq.~3! satisfying Eqs.~6! and ~7! in the
presence of the cylinder and the stokeslets is
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c~r ,u!5FF2~r cosu2c!logR1S r cosu2
a2

c D logS cR1

a D
1

~c22a2!
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log~cR1!1

~c22a2!

c
logS r

aD2
a2~c22a2!2
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~rc cosu2a2!

R1
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1
a2~c22a2!

2c5R1
2 ~r 2c2 cos 2u22a2r cosu1a4!1

c22a2

2c2 r cosuG
1F8F ~r cosu1c8!logR182S r cosu1
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c8 D logS c8R18
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~c822a2!

c8
log~c8R18!1
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c8
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aD1
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R18
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The image system for a stokeslet at (c,0) consists of a
stokeslet, a rotlet, a potential-dipole, and a Stokes-dipol
(a2/c,0) together with a rotlet at the origin and a unifor
flow along the y-direction at infinity. For a stokeslet a
(c8,p), the image system is the same as the previous
except that the direction of the uniform flow is reversed. A
large distance from the cylinder, we have

c;FFS c22a2

2c2 1 logS c

aD D2F8S c822a2

2c82

1 logS c8

a D D G r cosu, ~19!

which corresponds to a uniform stream in they-direction.
The speed of this uniform stream also depends onF, F8, the
radiusa, and the singularity locations as in the previous ca
As in the case of rotlets, the uniform stream vanishes for
equal stokeslets along they-direction withc5c8. The torque
acting on the cylinder can be obtained from the force-f
representation Eq.~17! and is given by

T54pmFF
c22a2

c
1F8

c822a2

c8 G . ~20!

The torque depends on the location of the primary singul
ties and the radius of the cylinder. It vanishes if the stokes
have the opposite strengths~i.e., F852F! and are equidis-
tant from the cylinder on its either side along thex-axis.

In the limit a, c, andc8 approach infinity while (c2a)
→h1 , and (c82a)→h18 and using the procedure describ
in the case of a pair of rotlets, Eq.~18! becomes

c~x,y!5FF ~h12x!~ logRt2 logR1t!1
2xh1~x1h1!

R1t
2 G

1F8F ~h182x!~ logRt82 logR1t8 !

1
2xh18~x1h18!

R1t8
2 G . ~21!
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The above expression represents the solution for the flow
to a pair of stokeslets along they-direction near a plane
boundary. The solution for a pair of opposite stokelets w
derived by Liron and Blake.25 When F852F, h15h1851,
a15a18 , Eq. ~21! can be shown to be equivalent to the res
obtained in Ref. 25.

The streamlines for a pair of stokeslets along t
y-direction are plotted for various values ofc andc8 in Fig.
6 using Eq.~18!. In the case of two equal stokeslets at eq
distant positions, the flow field is dominated by the unifor
stream as noticed from Figs. 6~a!–6~b!. In the case of oppo-
site stokeslets, eddies appear surrounding the cylinder,
also surrounding both the cylinder and the stokeslets@see
Fig. 6~c!#. For nonequidistant positions, eddies enclosing
cylinder and the stokeslets appear. Moreover, another se
eddies near the stokeslet closer to the cylinder also appea
shown in Figs. 6~d!–6~f!. The size and shape of this edd
structure changes significantly with the location of t
stokeslets.

In Fig. 7 we have sketched the streamline patterns
the case of two stokeslets with rotation. Whenk50.9, a sym-
metric pair of eddies appears in the neighborhood of
cylinder. One of these eddies is above the cylinder and
other is below and both are encapsulated in a single la
eddy@Fig. 7~a!#. If the stokeslets are placed equidistant fro
but closer to the cylinder, then the larger eddy disappears
the smaller pair isolates from each other@see Fig. 7~b!#.
However, if the stokeslets are located closer to the cylinde
nonequidistant positions, then only a single set of eddy ex
near the stokeslet closer to the cylinder, as evident from
7~c!. The structure of the eddies for a different intensity
rotation ~i.e., for differentk! is shown in Figs. 7~d!–7~f!.

IV. INTERIOR STOKES FLOWS

As in exterior flow, the center of the cylinder is taken
be the origin of the coordinate system and the primary s
gularities are assumed to lie on thex-axis but inside the
cylinder r ,a. The basic formulation for this interior Stoke
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FIG. 6. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of stokeslets along they-direction in the absence of rotation.~i! Equal stokeslets:~a! c5a11.5, c85a
11.5; ~b! c5a10.5, c85a10.6; ~ii ! opposite stokeslets:~c! c5a11.5, c85a11.5; ~d! c5a10.5, c85a11.0; ~e! c5a10.2, c85a10.6; ~f! c5a
10.6, c85a10.2.
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flow is similar to that of Sec. II. Therefore, we follow her
the notations used in the previous sections. Furthermore
adopt here the terminologies used in Sec. III. BelowR, R8,
R1 , R18 are given by the same formulas as in the exter
case. Now, we discuss the various singularity genera
flows inside a cylinder.

A. Pair of rotlets

We consider a pair of rotlets of strengthsF andF8 po-
sitioned at (r ,u)5(c,0), and (r ,u)5(c8,p), respectively.
Here c,c8,a. The stream function corresponding to the
rotlets in an unbounded flow is given in Eq.~8!. The com-
plete solution satisfying the equations of motion and
boundary conditions may be obtained by the use of Fou
expansion method. The final closed form solution is
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c~r ,u!5FF logR2 log
cR1

a
1S 12

r 2

a2D ~a42c2r 2!

2c2R1
2 G

1F8F logR82 log
cR18

a

1S 12
r 2

a2D ~a42c2r 2!

2c2R18
2 G . ~22!

It should be pointed out that the solution for a single rot
inside a cylinder was derived independently by Ranger24 and
Meleshkoet al.27 Their solution may be recovered from Eq
~22! by puttingF850. We now discuss different flow topolo
gies in the case of a pair of rotlets.

In Fig. 8, the flow patterns are shown in the case of eq
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. Exterior flows: Streamlines for a pair of stokeslets along they-direction for different values of the rotation parameterk. ~i! k50.9: ~a! c5a11,
c85a11; ~b! c5a10.4, c85a10.4; ~c! c5a10.3, c85a10.6; ~ii ! k51.1: ~d! c5a11, c85a11; ~e! c5a10.4, c85a10.7; ~f! c5a10.7, c85a
10.4.
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rotlets (F5F8) located at various equidistant positions in t
absence of rotation. As seen from this figure, the dista
parametersc and c8 affect the flow patterns qualitatively
When the rotlets are positioned close to the center, a si
larger eddy enclosing the rotlets and extending up to
cylinder wall appears as shown in Fig. 8~a!. Of course, the
fluid in the neighborhood of the rotlets exhibits a circulato
motion as expected. Interestingly, the latter nearly circu
streamlines cross each other at the center giving birth
double homoclinic orbit. If the two rotlets are moved aw
from the center according to equidistant criteria, the ou
larger eddy starts thinning in the middle, as shown in F
8~b! for the casec5c852.3. As the rotlets are moved farthe
away, this thinning process continues due to the increas
the size of each of the attached eddies just above and b
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the neck of the larger eddy. A typical case of this scenario
shown in Fig. 8~c! where c5c852.4. Moving the rotlets
even farther away from the center causes the larger edd
split into two smaller eddies each around the rotlets,
shown in Fig. 8~b! wherec5c852.5. Furthermore, the pai
of attached eddies that existed before now connect at
center giving birth to a double homoclinic orbit. The doub
homoclinic orbit seems to disappear if the rotlets are mo
even farther away from the center@see Fig. 8~e!#. Now the
squeezing effect is reduced and the fluid around the ce
gets stretched along they-axis, making the eddies around th
rotlets thinner. If the rotlets are located very close to the w
the fluid between them gets stretched along thex-direction as
shown in Fig. 8~f!. The core of the eddy~that occurs in the
middle! has the shape of an ellipse.
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FIG. 8. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal (F5F851) and equidistant (c5c8) rotlets in the absence of rotation for several choices of ro
locations.~a! c5c851.5; ~b! c5c852.3; ~c! c5c852.4; ~d! c5c852.5; ~e! c5c852.7; ~f! c5c853.5.
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Next we investigate the flow situations by fixing the ro
lets at equidistant positions and allowing the cylinder to
tate in the counterclockwise direction. The flow topolog
for various values of the rotation parameterk are shown in
Fig. 9 keeping the rotlet locations fixed atc5c851.5. For
small values ofk, a larger eddy enclosing the rotlets and
pair of symmetric eddies~separated from the larger edd!
attached to the wall appear, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The rota-
tion of the cylinder causes a circulatory motion of the flu
near the center. The circular streamlines around the ro
cross each other just above and below the center yieldin
pair of stagnation points lying on they-axis~not shown in the
figure!. When k50.5, the larger eddy breaks up into tw
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eddies each around the rotlets, as seen in Fig. 9~b!. The ed-
dies attached to the wall now move closer to the center w
the width of the circulatory flow region around the cent
increases. Further increase ofk changes the size and shape
the different eddies@see Figs. 9~c!–9~d!#. The two symmetric
eddies become a single larger eddy having a pair of core
either side of they-axis. This eddy has an unusual size a
shape and seems to occur due to the cylinder rotation.
higher values ofk, the shape of the unusual eddy chang
significantly while the circulatory flow region expand
Some of this scenario is shown in Figs. 9~e!–9~f!. The plots
also show the thinning of the eddies around each rotlet as
increase the value ofk. In all of these cases, the fluid close
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal (F5F851) and equidistant (c5c851.5) rotlets in the presence of counterclockwise rotation of
cylinder for several values of the rotation parameterk. ~a! k50.3; ~b! k50.5; ~c! k50.6; ~d! k50.7; ~e! k50.9; ~f! k51.1.
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the wall exhibits a circulatory motion due to the rotation
the cylinder.

Figure 10 shows the flow patterns for a pair of equ
rotlets (F5F851) for two different values of rotation pa
rameterk and for various rotlet locations. Whenk50.5 and
c5c851.0 ~equidistant rotlets!, the flow structure shown in
Fig. 10~a! is almost identical to that depicted in Fig. 9~a!.
The flow is more interesting for the same value ofk but for
nonequidistant positions of the rotlets. Figure 10~b! shows a
typical case wherec51.0, andc852.0. In this case, an edd
around each rotlet and a circulatory flow region around
center appear. In addition, an outer eddy attached to mo
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 165.91.117.113. Redistribution subject to AI
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the cylinder wall enclosing a pair of smaller eddies rig
above and below the center also appears. The stream
bounding this eddy is a heteroclinic orbit, as seen in t
figure. Next, we show some streamline patterns for a hig
speed of rotation of the cylinder in Figs. 10~c!–10~d! (k
50.89). Figures 10~c! and 10~d! correspond to the cases o
equidistant and nonequidistant rotlets, respectively. In
equidistant case, the flow has a pair of stagnation points
thex-axis which are on a heteroclinic orbit. The fluid motio
around the center and the rotlets in the present case are
similar to those depicted in Figs. 9~d!–9~e!. In the nonequi-
distant case@Fig. 10~d!#, a careful scrutiny of the streamline
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal rotlets (F5F851) in the presence of counterclockwise rotation of the cylinder for several value
k and rotlet locations.~i! k50.5: ~a! c5c851.0; ~b! c51.0, c852.0; ~ii ! k50.89: ~c! c5c852.1; ~d! c51.1, c852.1.
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plotted shows that flow topology does not have heterocl
orbit. Here some of the flow features resemble those of
10~b!.

The flow topologies for a pair of opposite rotlets for tw
different locations for fixedk50.5 are shown in Figs. 11~a!–
11~b!. The flow topologies for both equidistant and noneq
distant rotlets are almost the same as seen from these plo
circular eddy appears in the neighborhood of the stoke
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 165.91.117.113. Redistribution subject to AI
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which is on the positivex-axis. Further, an attached large
eddy enclosing the center and the stokeslet on the nega
x-axis appears. The flow around the center is circulatory
expected. There appears to be a saddle stagnation poin
the negativex-axis and perhaps a double homoclinic orbit.
may also be pointed out that some of the flow topolog
found here are similar to those found in the vortex mixi
flows.21
lues
FIG. 11. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of opposite rotlets (F52F851) in the presence of counterclockwise rotation of the cylinder for several va
of k and rotlet locations.~a! c5c853.0; k50.5; ~b! c52.1, c853.1, k520.89.
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FIG. 12. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal (F5F851) and equidistant (c5c853.5) stokeslets with their axes along thex-direction
in the presence of counterclockwise rotation of the cylinder for several values ofk. ~a! k50.05; ~b! k50.1; ~c! k50.15; ~d! k50.2; ~e! k50.4; ~f! k
50.8.
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B. Pair of stokeslets with their axes along the
x-direction

Now we consider a pair of stokeslets of strengthsF and
F8 positioned at (r ,u)5(c,0), and (r ,u)5(c8,p), respec-
tively. Herec,c8,a. The axes of these stokeslets are tak
to be along thex-direction. The stream function correspon
ing to this pair of stokeslets in an unbounded flow is given
Eq. ~13!. The complete solution satisfying the boundary co
ditions is
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c~r ,u!5F1r sinuF logR2 log
cR1
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1~r 22a2!
~c22a2!

2c2R1
2 G1F8r sinuF logR8

2 log
cR18

a
1~r 22a2!

~c22a2!

2c2R18
2 G . ~23!

The solution for a single stokeslet located inside a cylin
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FIG. 13. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal stokeslets (F5F851) with their axes along thex-direction for various stokeslet locations. Here th
rotation parameter is fixed atk50.1. ~a! c51.0, c851.0; ~b! c52.0, c852.0; ~c! c51.0, c852.0; ~d! c52.0, c853.0.
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may be obtained by puttingF850 in Eq. ~23!. It may be
worthwhile to point out that this solution has not been d
rived before in the literature. Below, we use the solution
Eq. ~23! to discuss the flow topologies for a pair of stoke
lets.

The flow patterns for a pair of equal stokeslets with th
axes parallel to thex-axis for several values ofk are shown in
Fig. 12. Here, the equidistant stokeslets are located v
close to the wall. For smaller values ofk, different sets of
eddies are generated in the flow region as shown in
12~a!. In the upper half of the cylinder, a pair of symmetr
eddies appears each in the neighborhood of the stokes
Right below these eddies, the streamlines between
stokeslets have nonuniform curvature, yielding an attac
eddy which is symmetrical about they-axis. In the lower half
of the cylinder, the structure of the flow topologies is qua
tatively the same as those in the upper half but quantitativ
different. A pair of symmetric eddies appears each in
neighborhood of the stokeslets but with their sizes sma
than those in the upper half. Right below these eddies,
fluid migrates between the stokeslets as it does in the u
half, but with nearly uniform curvature. At the center th
flow is circulatory as expected. It is interesting that t
streamlines due to the migration of the fluid in the two
gions cross each other, giving birth to a pair of stagnat
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points in the lower half of the cylinder@not shown in Fig.
12~a!#. The flow structure described above continues for
smaller values of the rotation parameterk as seen from Figs
12~b!–12~c!. The locations of the stagnation points are d
played in these plots. It is also clear from these plots that
structure of the different eddies changes as we increask.
Indeed, the symmetric eddies~in the upper as well as in the
lower half! shrink while the attached eddy~in the upper half!
grows as we gradually increase the value ofk. We also notice
that the circulatory flow region around the center grows. T
symmetric eddies continue to shrink as we increase the v
of k as shown in Figs. 12~d!–12~e!. Whenk50.8, the sym-
metric eddies in the lower half disappears while the size
those in the upper half become smaller@see Fig. 12~f!#. It
may be worthwhile to point out that for higher values ofk,
the fluid migration increases and the circulatory flow arou
the center becomes intense.

In Fig. 13, the flow topologies due to a pair of equ
stokeslets are shown for various stokeslet locations w
fixed k50.1. When the stokeslets are close to the cen
located atc5c851, two attached eddies in each half sym
metrical about thex-axis appear as shown in Fig. 13~a!. If we
move the stokeslets away from the center (c5c852), a pair
of smaller eddies are generated within each attached edd
seen from Fig. 13~b!. The streamline crossing seems to occ
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 14. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of opposite stokeslets (F52F851) with their axes along thex-direction for several stokeslet locations. He
the rotation parameter is fixed atk50.1. ~a! c52.0, c852.0; ~b! c51.0, c853.0.
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at they-axis and so one would expect a pair of stagnat
points on this axis. The circulatory flow around the cen
increases as we move the stokeslets away from it. The
structures for nonequidistant stokeslets are illustrated in F
13~c!–13~d!. The flow in this case is symmetrical about th
x-axis but not about they-axis.

The flow patterns for a pair of opposite stokeslets
two different locations are shown in Fig. 14. For a fix
value ofk50.1, the flow has quantitatively different featur
for the two stokeslets positions as seen from Figs. 14~a!–
14~b!. If the stokeslets are equidistant, a larger eddy with t
cores and enclosing the center appear as in Fig. 14~a!. This
eddy has the shape of a figure eight. An interior streamlin
this eddy appears to collide with a circular streamline of
circulatory flow region around center indicating the birth o
pair of stagnation points. Right outside the figure eig
shaped eddy, a pair of symmetric eddies appears at di
de

e
s

ith
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nally opposite flow regimes. In the case of nonequidist
stokeslets, the figure eight shaped eddy occurs away from
center. Here it appears that there is a single stagnation p
in the flow which possibly occurs on thex-axis. This stagna-
tion point appears to be the center of a double homocl
orbit. The eddies at the diagonally opposite regimes
smaller in the present case.

C. Pair of stokeslets with their axes along the
y-direction

We consider a pair of stokeslets of strengthsF and F8
positioned at (r ,u)5(c,0), and (r ,u)5(c8,p), respectively.
Here c,c8.a. The axes of these stokeslets are taken to
along they-direction. The stream function corresponding
this pair of stokeslets in an unbounded flow is given in E
~17!. The complete solution in the presence of a cylinder
c~r ,u!5FF 2~r cosu2c!logR1S r cosu2
a2

c D log
cR1

a
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a221D
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c
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2 2

~c22a2!

c
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cR1

a
G

1F8F ~r cosu1c8!logR82S r cosu1
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c8 D log
c8R18

a
1

~c822a2!S r 2

a221D
2c8

r S r 1
a2

c8
cosu D

R18
2 2

~c822a2!

c8
log

c8R18

a
G .

~24!
ted

fluid
on
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The solution for a single stokeslet located inside a cylin
may be deduced from Eq.~24! by taking F850 and this
solution does not seem to have been obtained before. N
we use the solution in Eq.~24! to discuss the flow topologie
in the case of a pair of stokeslets along they-direction.

The flow topologies for a pair of equal stokeslets w
their axes parallel to they-direction for various values ofk
r

xt

are displayed in Fig. 15. Here, the stokeslets are loca
equidistant from the center (c5c851.0). A symmetric pair
of attached eddies occur adjacent to each stokeslet. The
exhibits a rotational flow surrounding the origin in the regi
between these two eddies@see Figs. 15~a!–15~b!#. For the
values ofk.0.5, two symmetric pairs of smaller eddies a
generated in the vicinity of the origin in addition to the a
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 15. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal (F5F851) and equidistant (c5c851.0) stokeslets with their axes along they-direction for various
values of the rotation parameterk. ~a! k50.3; ~b! k50.5; ~c! k50.7; ~d! k50.85; ~e! k50.9; ~f! k50.95.
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ready existing eddies as seen from Figs. 15~c!–15~f!. Fur-
thermore, the streamline crossing occurs near the ce
yielding four stagnation points. These interior saddle poi
are seen more clearly in Fig. 15~e!.

In Fig. 16, the flow patterns for a pair of equal stokesl
for various stokeslets locations with fixedk50.9 are shown.
When the stokeslets are equidistant from the center, sev
eddy patterns are seen in the flow field. For the values oc
5c852, three concentric circulatory flow regions are seen
the flow field. The first circulatory region appears in the
cinity of the center and is trapped between a pair of symm
ric eddies. The second region occurs engulfing the first
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 165.91.117.113. Redistribution subject to AI
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n

t-
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culatory region, the pair of eddies, and the stokeslets.
outside this second circulatory region, another pair of sy
metric eddies are generated as shown in Fig. 16~a!. Finally,
the third circulatory region is seen adjacent to the wall. If t
stokeslets are moved further away from the center (c5c8
53), the flow again has three circulatory regions but the s
of those symmetric eddies change considerably@see Fig.
16~b!#. The symmetric pair of eddies adjacent to the fi
circulatory region grow in size while the pair adjacent to t
second region shrinks. The above flow structure prev
even in the case of nonequidistant stokeslet positions. H
ever, in the latter case the sizes of the eddies change du
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 16. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of equal stokeslets (F5F851) with their axes along they-direction for various stokeslet locations. Here th
rotation parameter is fixed atk50.9. ~a! c5c852.0; ~b! c5c853.0; ~c! c51.0, c852.0; ~d! c51.0, c853.0.
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eccentric locations of the stokeslets. The eddy that app
next to the stokeslet closer to the center is bigger and the
that exists next to the stokeslet away from the cente
smaller. These features are shown in Figs. 16~c!–16~d!.

The streamline patterns for a pair of opposite stokes
for two different locations with fixedk50.9 are shown in
Fig. 17. If the stokeslets are equidistant (c5c851), an at-
tached larger eddy enclosing the stokeslets and the ce
appears as depicted in Fig. 17~a!. Just outside this, anothe
attached eddy smaller in size exists. Of course, the flow
circulatory around the center. If the stokeslets are at none
distant positions (c51.0,c852.0), the larger eddy grows an
the smaller eddy shrinks as shown in Fig. 17~b!. The stream-
lines due to the stokeslet closer to the origin and the circ
streamlines around the origin intersect yielding a pair
stagnation points in the flow. These two saddle points app
on the positive side of thex-axis.

V. CONCLUSION

Singularity induced two-dimensional Stokes flows insi
and outside a circular cylinder are studied by careful inv
tigation of the level sets of stream functions of these flow
The types of singularities considered here include rotlets
stokeslets. The exact expression for the stream function
each of these flows is obtained by using the straightforw
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Fourier expansion method. In all of these flows, the axes
the line singularities are assumed to be parallel to the axi
the cylinder and all of these axes lie in one plane. In
plane of flow, thex-axis contains all of these singularitie
and the center of the cylinder.

The first part of this paper investigates flows past a c
inder for various combinations~strengths and locations! of
the singularities. The far-field behavior in all of these case
that of uniform flow with speed and flow direction dependi
on the primary singularities and their locations. In the case
a pair of rotlets and a pair of stokeslets with their axes alo
they-direction, the far-field uniform flow vanishes if the pr
mary singularities have equal strengths. In the case of a
of stokeslets along thex-direction, the uniform flow vanishes
if the primary stokeslets have opposite strengths. The stre
lines are plotted in each case in order to display interes
flow patterns and eddies of different shapes, sizes, and s
tures. In the presence of rotation of the cylinder, eddies
unusual sizes and shapes appear in the case of a pa
rotlets. The rotation parameter also significantly influenc
the eddy structure in the case of a pair of stokeslets.

The second part discusses the flows inside the cylin
in the presence of same singularity types as above. Eddie
different sizes and shapes occur and their structures de
on the rotlet locations. In the presence of the cylinder ro
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FIG. 17. Interior flows: Streamlines for a pair of opposite stokeslets (F52F851) with their axes along they-direction for several rotlet locations. Here th
rotation parameter is fixed atk50.9. ~a! c5c851.0; ~b! c51.0, c852.0.
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tion, the flow structure changes significantly and the strea
line plots reveal the existence of homoclinic and heterocli
orbits. Forcing time dependence in these flows in an app
priate manner so to alternate between these steady S
flows with different homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits ma
generate interesting Lagrangian chaotic flows.
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